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Abstract—In this paper, we explore a new algorithm for obtain
valuable web transaction patterns from EC environment. The
method is based on the pattern-growth framework. During the
process, both the traversing and purchasing behaviors of
customers are considered simultaneously. Different prune
methods are adopted to increase the mining speed and accuracy,
the web site structure is used to optimize the algorithm. The
synthetic data is generated to validate our method. The
experimental results show that the algorithm WTPM is correct
and efficient.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Due to the rapid growth in the field of electronic
commerce (EC), a huge amount of web data has been gathered
in many EC systems. How to extract useful information and
knowledge efficiently from such huge amount of web data has
already been the important issue at present. Web mining [1,2,3]
refers to apply data mining techniques in large amount of web
data to improve the web services. Web traverse patterns
mining[4,5,9,10] and web transaction patterns mining[6,7,8]
are two important reasearch topic in web mining issue. Web
traverse patterns mining is to find out most of users’ access
path from web logs. It was initiated by Chen[1] in 1998. The
result is valuable to improve the website design, such as
provide efficient access between highly correlated objects,
better authoring design for web pages, and provide navigation
suggestions for web users, etc. However, in EC enviroment, it
is important to find out the association rules between
purchasing items, which can be used to improve the crosssellings. Actually the web site managers focus on not only the
browsing behaviors but also the purchasing behaviors of
customers, that is, combine the web traverse patterns and
association rules mining to find out the right information,
which is the problem of web transaction pattern mining. It
was first raised by Yun and Chen[6] in 2000.
There are several algorithms to deal with the problem of
web transaction patterns mining. MTS[6] which is based on
Apriori framework, is proposed to deal with both the browsing
and purchasing behaviors together at the same time. It cuts
web transaction into several web transaction records. And it
discovers the web transaction patterns based on these web
transaction records, while it maybe lead to inaccurate patterns
since the backward references are ignored during the

transform from the web transaction into web transaction
records. IPA[7] is another algorithm to mine the web
transaction patterns without the transform of web transaction
records. However it can only process the situation that
customers buy one item in a web page, which is not in accord
with the real situtation of EC enviroment. Most of proposed
algorithms are based on Apriori-like framework, which will
generate a large amount of candidate, keeping and counting
these candidates is time and space consuming. WTP-4[8] is an
algorithm based on pattern-growth framework, actually we can
improve the mining efficiency with some modification to it,
such as ignoring the infrequent pages and items during the
process, as well as sharing with the common projected subdatabase etc.
In this paper, we explore a new algorithm called WTPM to
mine the web trasanction patterns, which is based on the
pattern-growth framework. Some prune methods are adopted
to increase the mining speed. The experimental results show
that WTPM algorithm is correct and effective.
The rest of paper is organized as follows. Preliminaries are
given in section 2. WTPM algorithm is described in section 3.
The experimental results are introduced in section 4. And the
paper concludes in section5
II.

PRELIMINARIES

Let I={i1,i2,...,in} be a set of items sold in the EC system.
Let W={w1,w2,...,wm} be the set of all web pages in an EC
environment.
Definition 1 Let S={w1,w2,...,wp: s1{i1},s2{i2},...,sq{iq}} be a
transaction pattern, where im ⊆ I for 1≤ m≤ q, and {s1,s2,...,sq}
⊆{w1,w2,...,wp}⊆ W. Then, {w1,w2,...,wp: s1{i1},s2{i2},...,sq{iq}}
is said to pattern-contain a transaction pattern {n1,n2,...,ny:
r1{i1},r2{i2},...,rx{ix}} if and only if {w1,w2,...,wp} contains
{n1,n2,...,ny} and {s1{i1},s2{i2},...,sq{iq}} contains {r1{i1},r2
{i2} , ... ,rx{ix}} .
Definition 2 A web transaction is said to pattern-contain
{n1,n2,...,ny: r1{i1},r2{i2},...,rx{ix}} if one of its web transaction
records pattern-contains {w1,w2,...,wp: s1{i1},s2{i2},...,sq{iq}}.
A traverse sequence S={w1,w2,...,wp},(wi∈W, 1≤ i≤ p) is a
list of web pagses which are ordered by traverse time. If there
is a link from wi to wi+1 in the web site structure, then the
traverse sequence S is a qualified traverse sequence. A user
web transaction sequence S={w1,w2,...,wp: s1{i1},s2{i2},...,
sq{iq}}, (wi∈W, 1≤ i≤ p, ij⊆I,1≤ j≤ q) and {w1,w2,...,wp} is a
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user traverse sequence. In fact, a user web transaction
sequence is a traverse sequence with purchasing behaviors,
which includes the navigation and purchasing behaviors of
customers.
The support count of a traverse sequence a is the number of
user traverse sequence which contains a. The support of a
traverse sequence a is the ratio of user traverse sequences
which contains a to the total number of user purchasing
sequence in DB, denoted by Sup(a). The support count of a
web transaction sequence β is the number of user web
transaction sequence which contains β. The support of a web
transaction sequence β is the ratio of user web transaction
sequences which contains β to the total number of user web
transaction sequences in DB, denoted by Sup(β). A traverse
sequence is a web traverse pattern if it is a qualified traverse
sequence and Sup(a)>= Smin, in which Smin is the user specified
minimum support threshold. A web transaction sequenceβ is a
web transaction pattern if it is a qualified traverse sequence
and contains at least one purchase item , as well as Sup(β)>=
Smin.
For instance, in Table 1, if the Smin is set to 50%, then the
support of < B{5,7}C>=3/6>=50%, and there is a link from
“B” to “C” in the web site structure shown in figure1.
Therefore, <B{5,7}C> is a web transaction pattern. The reason
for using web site structure is to avoid the testing of
unqualified web traverse sequences in the process. In fact,
those unqualified web traverse sequences or web transaction
sequences are meaningless.
TABLE I.
Tid
1
2
3
4
5
6

SAMPLE DATABASE DB
Web Transaction Sequences
AB{2,5,7}C{3}A
B{5,7}CA
CAB
B{5,7}CAD
AC{1,3}
A{1,2}DE{3}C{2,3}

A
D

B

C
Figure 1. Web site structure

E

III.

WTPM ALGORITHM

In the following, we introduce our new method to discover
the web transaction pattern, it is based on the pattern-growth
framework. It takes both the traversing and purchasing
behaviors of customers into consideration simultaneously. The
website structure is considered to decrease the unnecssary
check to unqualified web pages. In our method, the forward
references as well as the backward references are allowed. In
the mining process, all candidate web 1-transaction sequences
are generated and then scan the database to calculate the
support of candidate sequences. All the frequent web 1transaction sequences will be generated and correspond
projected sub-database will be produced.
WTPM Algorithm: Web Transaction Pattern Mining
Input: A web purchase sequence database DB
The minimum support threshold Smin
The web site structure W
Output: All the web transaction pattern WTP
Begin:
1.
k = 1, i = 1
2.
get all web 1-transaction sequence with length 1
from DB
3.
Scan the DB once to get all frequent web 1transaction sequences
4.
ignoring all the infrequent pages and items from
DB
5.
reconstruct the web site structure W according to
frequent web pages
6.
construct their projected sub-database for each
frequent web 1- transaction sequence dbi
7.
while dbi has the next link page
8.
{
9.
k++
10.
calculate the support of next pages c
11.
if Sup(c) >= Smin then
12.
i++
13.
add the web transaction sequence pattern c
with length k into WTP
14.
if not exist the projected sub-database of c ,
construct their projected sub-database dbi
15.
else
16.
share with the common projected subdatabase
17.
}
End
We use the example database shown in Tablel and a simple
web site structure shown in Figure1 to discover the final
mining result of WTPM method. The minimum support
threshold is set to 30%.
Step1: At first, we scan the database to calculate the
support count of candidate web 1-transaction sequences,
which include <A>, <B>, <C>, <D>, <E>, <A{1}>,
<A{2}> ,<A{1,2}>, <B{2}>, <B{5}>, <B{7}>, <B{2,5}>,
<B{2,7}>, <B{5,7}>, <B{2,5,7}>, <C{1}>, <C{2}>, <C{3}>,
<C{1,3}>, <C{2,3}>, <E{3}>. After calculating the support
count, we get all frequent 1-transaction sequence pattern are
<A>, <B>, <B{5}>, <B{7}>, <B{5,7}>, <C>,<C{3}>. For
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each frequent 1-transaction sequence pattern, we build its
projected sub-database after ignoring all the infrequent pages
and items shown in Table2.
TABLE II.

PROJECTED SUB-DATABASE OF FREQUENT 1-TRANSACTION
SEQUENCES

Prefix
A

B

B{5}

B{7}

B{5,7}

C
C{3}

Postfix database
[B,B{5},B{7},B{5,7}][C,C{3}]A
B
[C,C{3}]
[C,C{3}]
[_{5},_{7},_{5,7}] [C,C{3}]A
[_{5},_{7},_{5,7}]CA
[_{5},_{7},_{5,7}]CA
[_{7}][C,C{3}]A
[_{7}]CA
[_{7}]CA
[C,C{3}]A
CA
CA
[C,C{3}]A
CA
CA
A
A
A
A

Step2: The postfix database of <A> are “[B,B{5},B{7},
B{5,7}][C,C{3}]A”, “B”, and “[C,C{3}]”. Since there is no
direct link from page “A” to page “C”, which means the
traverse sequence <AC> is not a qualified sequence. We need
not generate the postfix with the prefix of <AC>. The postfix
database of <B> are “[_{5},_{7},_{(5,7)}][C,C{3}]A”, “[_{5},
_{7},_{(5,7)}]CA”, “[_{5}, _{7},_{(5,7)}]CA”. According to the
web site structure shown in figure1, there is a direct link from
page “B” to page “C”, which means the traverse sequence
<BC> is a qualified sequence, we have to construct the
projected-sub database for <BC>. The postfix database of
<B(5)> are “[_{7}][C,C{3}]A”, “[_{7}]CA”, “[_{7}]CA”, after
calculating the support count of postfix database, we can get
all the frequent 2-web transaction patterns in Table3 and
construct the related projected database. As for the prefix
<B(5,7)C>, we can find that the projected database is already
built after <BC> is processed, which means we can use the
common projected sub-database.
TABLE III.
Prefix
AB
BC

B{5}C

B{7}C
B{5,7}C

PROJECTED SUB-DATABASES OF FREQUENT 2 WEBTRANSACTION SEQUENCES

A
CA

-

Step3:After calculating the support count of postfix
database, we can get the frequent 3-web transaction patterns in
Table4, which are “BCA”,“B{5}CA”,“B{7}CA”and “B{5,7}
CA” . We stop the mining process since there is no frequent 4sequence can be generated.
TABLE IV.

PROJECTED SUB-DATABASES OF FREQUENT 3 WEBTRANSACTION SEQUENCES

Prefix
BCA
B{5}CA
B{7}CA

Postfix database
-

B{5,7}CA

-

IV.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we present our performance study in
comparison with the IPA and WTP-4 algorithm over various
datasets. The main purpose of this experiment is to
demonstrate how effectively the WTPM works. First, we show
the efficiency in terms of runtime of the IPA and WTPM
algorithm. Second, we show that WTPM has good scalability
against the number of sequence transactions in the datasets.
TABLE V.
Symbol
Pro
WP
|OL|
|SP|
PSP
|I|
L
|T|
D
Smin

SYNTHETIC DATA

PARAMETERS

Meaning
Number of products
Number of web pages
Average number of out-links per web page
Average number of products sold per web page
Percentage of products sold in the website
Average size of maximum potentially-frequent
sequences
Number of potential transaction
Average size of transaction sequence
Number of transactions
Minimum support threshold

Extensive experiments are conducted to assess the
performance of the WTPM algorithm utilizing different
synthetic data. Synthetic datasets were generated according to
that described in [9]. The scalability of the algorithm was also
evaluated over different database sizes. The experiments were
performed on a 2.2GHz PC with 2048MB memory running the
Windows XP.

Postfix database
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
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Execution Time(Sec)

WTPM

WTP-4

IPA algorithm. Additionally, the experimental results show
that WTPM has good scalability. The mining result is
significant to optimize the design of the EC web site structure,
as well as the display of items to improve the convenience and
efficiency of customers. In the future, we shall improve the
process of trimming database and pruning candidates
efficiently to speed up the algorithm.

IPA
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1000

REFERENCES

0
0.40
0.50
0.60
0.70
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Figure 2. Runtime test results

From the experiment showed in Figure2, WTPM algorithm
outperforms IPA with the same minimum support threshold.

Execution Time(Sec)

WTPM

WTP-4

IPA
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Figure 3. Scalability test results

In Figure3, the dataset is used to test the scalability with the
number of sequences in a sequence database. From the
performance test, WTPM, as well as IPA has good scalability.
The execution time increases linear with the increase of
database size.
V.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we examined the issue of mining web
transaction patterns that takes both traversing and purchasing
behavior into consideration, which is significant to improve
the web service, to better design the EC system. To address
this issue, we develop an efficient algorithm based on patterngrowth framework. It considers the traversing and purchasing
behaviors of customers simultaneously. The comprehensive
experiments show that our method is correct and outperforms
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